
ARC 232/Spring 2018 
Cumulative Unessay 

 
This is my final chance to remind you that ARC 231 studies the 
establishment of architectural traditions through the medieval period and 
ARC232 studies architects’ engagement with those traditions from the 
Renaissance and after. Your assignment to bring this together, in context of 
the culture that you identified as interesting in 231 and have been 
(ostensibly) tracking in 232 (see list to the right if you need a reminder), is to 
create a listicle that identifies meaningful examples of the more recent use 
(as defined by the parameters of ARC 232) of that older tradition (as defined 
by the parameters of ARC 231).  
 
Bear in mind that listicles are not just lists, but require context/explanation 
for the entirety of the entries and for each single one of them to position it 
within the broader theme. You may want to consider: the motivation for 
particular architects, at certain times, or for certain building types, to adopt 
the earlier tradition; the degree/extent to which it was adopted via 
abstracted principles or painstaking details, or something else; the relative 
popularity—defined by time or geography, perhaps—of your culture’s 
reappearance since ca. 1400; and other ideas that I have yet to consider. 
 
For background, consider: 

•   Buzzfeed for the format (f not necessarily their content) 
•   This article in The Atlantic: 

https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2015/10/the-
glory-of-the-listicle/410740/ 

•   This article from ThoughtCo.: https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-a-
listicle-1691130 

 
Due: between 7:30 AM & 7:30 PM on Monday, April 30, as PDF bearing 
your last name & culture group (e.g., “Amundson—Viking listicle”) as an 
attachment to JAmundson@JudsonU.edu, subject “ARC 232 cumulative.”  
 
Unessays will be graded on their historical accuracy and interpretation, 
comprehensive treatment of the subject, thematic clarity, and creativity. 
Unessays will constitute the first part of your last exam in ARC232. 

 

Ashworth, John D Japan 

Bradman, Grant A Egypt 

Burkhart, Chloe E Japan 

Burns, Ian Lane Greek 

Collins, Jacob E Romanesque (11th C) 

David, Gabriel O Roman 

Filipowski, David Egypt 

Foster, Aaron M Gothic 

Iverson, Jennifer L Early Christian 

Karidas, Alexander M Greek 

Leong, Riselle-Iris C Japan 

Medina, Monica Gothic 

Nickell, Brooke A Islam 

Okesson, Emmaline Gothic 

Perek, Jeffrey T Gothic 

Pletcher, Jarod D Gothic 

Rodriguez, Abacuc Greek 

Rogers, Andrew M Greek 

Romero, Diana P Greece 

Rutter, Caleb M Greek 

Starcevich, Maxwell Gothic 

Taylor, Jordan J Sumerian 

Van Bruggen, Eliz. Greece 

Wahlfeld, Desmond Early Medieval 

White, Timothy P Greek 

Wightman, Anna M Egypt 

Wills, Taylor Japan 

Wise, Adam C Gothic 


